Abstract. The 5G network has become one of the hottest research focuses. In this network, it is a consensus reached that the user terminals are high density and the cover of the base stations are multi-tier. The unbalance and variability of the spatial distribution and time of user services make the low utilization ratio of the network resources. A cell breathing algorithm based on energy efficiency is proposed in this paper which combines energy control, base station sleeping and cell zooming. The simulation shows that this algorithm makes the network performance better in energy efficiency and can balance the load of the base stations.
Resource management is mainly the effective management of network resources and terminals and other platforms to achieve better performance of the network, such as optimizing access selection, spectrum power allocation, interference control and base station sleep, etc [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper, under the background of the existing technology and the deployment of the base station, we use resource management to improve the network performance. And a cell breathing algorithm based on energy efficiency, combining energy control [14] [15] [16] [17] , base station sleeping [18] [19] [20] and cell zooming [21, 22] , is proposed, which can improve the network energy efficiency.
System Structure and Network Scenarios
In this paper, the high-density heterogeneous network is composed of Macro cell, Micro cell and small cell network, as shown in Figure 1 . In the Figure 1 , the circles around the macro cell, micro cell and small cell indicate their service coverage. When a mobile user enters a heterogeneous network, the first problem is how to access a suitable network. The traditional access algorithm is to access the base station that has the strongest signal. Under the 3GPP channel model and the default deployment parameters of the base station, the signals of the macro base stations are usually significantly stronger than that of the micro base stations and small base stations. However, this is obviously what we don't want to see, because at the same level as the SNR level, we hope that users access to the micro and small ones rather than the macro ones, for it can not only greatly improves the user rate, but also improves the reuse rate of cyber source spectrum.
On the other hand, spatial and temporal heterogeneity of mobile data traffic brings difference between each network load condition. It is undoubtedly inappropriate if these base stations with uneven load work in the same state. An obvious example is that the amount of data transmission is very large during the day time in the down town, but in the night it will be very small. This is the uneven distribution of the use of mobile communications in time. Similarly, the number of mobile users in suburban and rural areas is much less than that in urban areas. This is the uneven distribution of the use of mobile communications in space. In low load network full power operation state will undoubtedly reduce the network energy efficiency, but in the large high load network the base station coverage needs to be shrunk to enhance the users' experience.
System Model and Processing Flow
According to the high density multi-tier heterogeneous network scenarios and the energy efficiency requirements of 5G in future, a power control algorithm of base station based on energy efficiency is proposed, which combines power control, base station sleep mechanism and cell breathing.
Firstly, according to data amount, the base station can be divided into four types: heavy load, normal load, light load and zero load.
Then, the coverage of the base station with heavy load is reduced in order to improve users' experience in the heavy load area, and the coverage of the neighbors are increased at the same time to cover the hole caused by the contraction. The flow of the heavy load station can also be shunted to the neighbors.
On the contrary, some base stations with light load can sleep so that lower system energy consumption can be achieved. At this time, the coverage of some stations around the sleeping stations should be increased to avoid the coverage hole.
Also, the zero load stations can be asleep directly and the neighbors' coverage should be increased.
Base Station Load Calculation and Base Station State Classification
Base station load have many different representation, such as user number [22] , bandwidth occupied ratio, number of occupied sub-band [23] , etc. In this paper, the base station load is represented by the ratio of occupied bandwidth to the total bandwidth, which is shown in Eq. 1:
where, i u is load of base station i
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where, , then we can get the type of the base station according to the Table 1 . 
Channel Model
In this paper, three kinds of network, macro cell, micro cell and small/pico cell, use the model ITU UMa NLOS, ITU UMi NLOS, ITU inH LOS. According to TR 36.814 Table B1 -2 [24] , the path loss model under default parameters is given in Table 2 . 
Signal to Noise Ratio Calculation
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio of the received signal strength to the noise signal intensity. Here, noise signal contains the interference from the other base station and the thermal noise. The SNR can be calculated from the Eq. 4:
where, According to the paper [25] , ' 1 k n and ' 2 k n is so smaller than
that it can be ignored. The k n P − can be calculated in Eq. 5:
is the transmit power of base station n . p l is the transmission loss coefficient, which is the function of distance of the user and the station and is shown in Table 2 .
The transmission loss can be calculated in Eq. 6:
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PL d pl = (6) And the received signal power can be calculated in Eq. 7:
So we can get the SNR by Eq. 8:
where, B is the wideband, T is Kelvin temperature and could be usually
is the Boltzmann constant, and
Power Regulation of Base Station
The expansion of cell coverage is achieved by adjusting the base station transmit power. 10
Suppose the user at the edge of the cell can receive the signal at the same strength, which means if the received signal is weaker than the power, we think the user is outside the coverage area while if the received signal is stronger than this power, we think the user is in the coverage area.
Focus on the micro cell, as shown in Table 2 , we can get 33.5 36.7 log ( ) PL r = + (13) So, we can get the relationship between transmit power of the base station and the coverage radius shown in Eq. 14:
When comes to the macro and pico cell, the index will change to 3.91 and 1.69. Then, the relationship between transmit power of the base station and the coverage radius can be shown in Table 3 . 
Base Station Power Regulation Strategy
When the transmit power of the base station is reduced, the overall power consumption of the base station will be greatly reduced. The power regulation strategy adjusts the transmit power of the base station according to its current state by making the zero load stations sleep, shrinking the coverage radius of the heavy load ones, letting the lightest load ones sleep. The detail is as follows: 1) Close the zero load stations straightly, make its transmit power to 0; 2) Sort the light load stations, choose the lightest one, and make its transmit power to 0; expand its neighbors' coverage radius by 1/6 to fill up the hole caused by sleeping station;
3) Sort the heavy load stations, choose the heaviest one, shrunk its coverage radius by 1/8, and expand its neighbors' coverage radius by 1/16; 4) Enter the next cycle and sort again.
Base Station Activation
When the number of heavy load station is bigger than the half of the total quantity of the station, or the drop call rate is beyond a certain threshold, we should activate the sleeping base station. The one which would be activated should be the nearest one to the current heaviest load station. Only one sleeping station can be activated every period.
Simulation and Analysis

Simulation Scene
The simulation scene is a high density multi-tier heterogeneous network composed three cell networks, macro cells, micro cells and small/pico cells. In the matlab environment, the macro cell, micro cells and small/pico cells are expressed by the big circle, middle circles and small circles separately which is shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2(a) , the macro base station is recorded by No.1; No.2-10 represent micro ones; and No. 11-40 represent pico ones which are random located in the map.
The simulation parameters is shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . Suppose all the user priority access the nearest base station. We design 3 typical scenarios: 1) Uniform sparse distribution. Shown in Figure 2 (b).
2) Uniform dense distribution. Shown in Figure 2 (c).
3) Single hot point dense distribution. Shown in Figure 2 
Simulation Procedure
The simulation procedure is as follow: 1) Initialization settings. To set the parameters of each kinds of nodes as the table 4 and 5.
2) Users select a network to access at the nearest principle, which is affected by the users' location.
3) Controlling the BS power. Different numbers of user have accessed to different BS, and each BS work at the different state. According the state of the BSs, to change the power or coverage radius as the strategy proposed in III.
4) Iterative control. Repeat step3 periodically to optimize the performance of the network. If it reaches the optimal, it will not adjust the power and enter the next period.
Compared Algorithms
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we compare it with some typical algorithms 1) min-con (minimization congestion load) algorithm and min-max algorithms [22] Min-con algorithm is to reduce congestion cell load algorithm. First calculate all the base station load, and find all the heavy load base station. Then, by repeating the iteration for all heavy load base stations, the power is reduced to shrink the coverage, until all the base stations are changed into a heavy load state or one of the base stations has adjusted its power to a minimum operating power state.
Min-max algorithm is based on min-con, increasing the transmit power to light load base stations to cover more areas.
2) ccza(centralized cell zooming algorithm) [26] Ccza is centralized cell expansion algorithm. First calculate all base station load. In a processing cycle, according to the size of the base station load from small to large order, in turn make the minimum load base station dormancy. If the blocking rate does not increase, then continue to deal with the secondary load of small base stations; otherwise, enter the next cycle.
3) PL-CB(path loss-based cell breathing) [27] PL-CB is a cell respiration algorithm based on path loss. On the premise of limiting the maximum transmit power and minimum transmission rate, according to the real-time transmission rate of the users, the base station transmit power is continuously updated to find the best balance point of energy consumption and total throughput. 4) Original and sleep algorism Original algorithm is not to take any base station power control technology to adjust the base station power, but make the user to access the station only according to the access selection algorithm.
Sleep algorithm does not take any base station power control technology to adjust the base station power, but take the station sleep measures for zero load stations. Table 5 . Simulation parameters of stations.
Parameters value
Micro transmit power of micro BS ( 
Simulation Results and Analysis under Uniform Sparse Distribution
Uniform sparse distribution is used to simulate the network scenario with a small number of users. As shown in Figure 2 (b), there are 50 users uniform locating in the network. From the Figure 3(a) we can see that the cell breathing algorithm proposed in this paper has the lowest power consumption. Figure 3(b) indicates that cell breathing algorithm will bring a larger system capacity at the same time when the data load is low. And the Figure 3(c) show us that the cell breathing algorithm has the highest energy efficiency, which is high by 15% than the ccza algorithm that is at the second place.
Simulation Results and Analysis under Uniform Dense Distribution
Uniform dense distribution means that a large number of users is evenly distributed in the network scenario. As shown in Figure 2(c) , there are 600 users uniform locating in the network.
From Figure 4 (a) we can see that the dropping rate of the cell breathing algorithm is the lowest. We can also see that from Figure 4 (b) that the capacity of cell breathing algorithm is the highest, which is about 10% higher than that of original algorithm. But Figure 4 (c) and Figure 4(d) show that the energy efficiency of cell breathing is not very good in this scenario, which is better only than PL-CB algorithm as the total power consumption for the cell breathing algorithm of the base station is relatively high. This is because in this case, almost base stations work in heavy condition. In each operation period, we will decrease the power of the heaviest and expand the neighbors' coverage radius, so the energy is high for the decreased power is less than the increased power. However, cell breathing algorithm performs better because it brings 10%-20% improvement with the cost less than 10%. 
Simulation Results and Analysis under Single Hot Point Dense Distribution
Single point dense distribution refers to a large number of users located in a certain area and the other users located uniformly in the whole map. As shown in Figure 2 (d), 100 users gather in a small area while 30 users uniform locate on the whole map.
The simulation results indicated that the similar trends to the uniform sparse distribution. From the Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b), we can see that the cell breathing algorithm performs better in both power consumption and system capacity. And the Figure 5 (c) indicates that cell breathing algorithm in this scenario improves energy efficiency greatly, which is better than the second best algorithm PL-CB by 60%. 
Conclusion
The energy consumption of mobile communication has become a social problem and one of the key problem of the 5G communication system. Considering reducing the energy consumption of the network, a cell birthing algorithm is proposed in this paper, which combines with cell zooming technology, power control technology and base station sleeping technology. The simulation in a multi-tier high density heterogeneous cellular scene indicates that the proposed resource management algorithm can effectively improve the energy efficiency of the network while balancing the load of each base station. And this algorithm has obviously better performance than many typical algorithms on power consumption, energy efficiency and system capacity. 
